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ABSTRACT 

In the past few decades, intelligent traffic controllers have been developed to responsively 
cope with the increasing traffic demands and congestions in urban traffic networks. Various 
studies to compare and evaluate the performance of traffic controllers have been conducted 
to investigate its effect on traffic performances such as its ability to reduce delay time, stops, 
throughputs and queues within a traffic network. In this paper, the authors aim to present 
another comparative study on heuristics versus meta-heuristics traffic control methods. To 
our knowledge, such comparison has not been conducted and could provide insights into 
a purely heuristic controller compared to meta-heuristics. The study aims to answer the 
research question “Can heuristics traffic control strategies outperformed meta-heuristics in 
terms of performance and computational costs?” For this purpose, a heuristics model-based 
control strategy (MCS) which was previously developed by the authors is compared to 
genetic algorithms (GA) and evolution strategy (ES) respectively on a nine intersections 
symmetric network. These control strategies were implemented via simulations on a 
traffic simulator called UTNSim for three different types of traffic scenarios. Performance 
indices such as average delays, vehicle throughputs and the computational time of these 
controllers were evaluated. The results revealed that the heuristic MCS outperformed GA 
and ES with superior performance in average delays whereas vehicle throughputs were 

in close agreement. The computation time 
of the MCS is also feasible for real-time 
application compared to GA and ES that has 
longer convergent time.

Keywords: Evolution strategy, genetic algorithm, 
heuristics algorithm, meta-heuristics algorithm 
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INTRODUCTION 

Intelligent traffic control systems have been developed throughout the decades to improve 
traffic flow and ease congestions in urban traffic networks. These traffic-responsive systems 
devise the most effective signal timing plans to optimize traffic flow by adjusting the splits, 
cycle time and offset at individual intersections. Traffic control methods can be categorized 
into model-based and non-model based traffic responsive control, route guidance and driver 
information systems, computational intelligence and agent-based methods (Ng et al., 2013). 

Computational intelligence includes artificial intelligence and meta-heuristics 
methods. Meta-heuristics intelligence methods such as ant colony optimization, bee colony 
optimization, particle swarm optimization, genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, 
just to name a few, have been implemented to devise optimal signal timing plans. These 
methods aim to solve nonlinear programming problems through heuristic search of near 
optimal solutions. Tan et al. (2017) proposed a decentralized genetic algorithm (GA) 
with adaptive fitness function for minimizing average network delay. Each signalized 
intersection in the traffic network that comprised of four signalized intersections has its 
own controller. The GA assists the controllers to optimize traffic signal at morning peak 
hours by finding optimum solution through a process of fitness evaluation, selection and 
reproduction. Similar optimal solution of single objective function such as delay time is 
also conducted by Cao & Luo (2019). In another work, GA has been implemented to solve 
a multiobjective signal optimization problem in a nine intersections network to maximize 
system throughputs, minimize travelling delays, enhance traffic safety, and avoid spillovers 
(Li & Sun, 2018). The application of GA on multi objective function was performed 
by Davydov et al. (2019) on a road map fragment described using a microscopic traffic 
simulator.         

In the area of model-based traffic responsive control, traffic models play an important 
role to predict future traffics parameters in the urban traffic network. Subsequently, control 
methods such as dynamic programming (Dang & Rudova, 2018), linear programming 
(Li et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2015; Grandinetti et al., 2015), quadratic programming 
(Aboudolas et al., 2010; Le et al., 2015) and multivariable regulators (Diakaki et al., 2002) 
were implemented to optimize traffic performance. These produced optimal solutions by 
solving a set of mathematical functions. On the other hand, model-based traffic responsive 
control can be solved by purely heuristics algorithms. Lammer & Helbing (2008) developed 
decentralized heuristic control algorithm that anticipates current and future queues at the 
intersection. Le et al. (2015) proposed similar heuristics method called max-pressure 
(back-pressure) algorithms to regulate queues optimally in urban network. Other heuristics 
algorithms such as gating and perimeter control (Hajiahmadi et al., 2015) and demand 
balance control (Zhou et al., 2016) were implemented on oversaturated network based on 
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the network fundamental diagram (NFD).  Recently, the authors proposed a heuristic model-
based control strategy (MCS) for urban networks. The MCS improved performance of 
average delays up to 24% when compared with existing fixed-time system and successfully 
regulates queue spillbacks (Ng et al., 2019).

Performance evaluation needs to be conducted to assess the performance of traffic 
networks with or without any control scheme. Performance evaluation has been conducted 
on traffic streams without any control schemes such as ramps and highways (Basri et al., 
2020; Saha et al., 2015) and networks with control schemes (Al-Kandari et al., 2013; 
Stevanovic et al., 2017). Based on the literature review in the next section, performance 
evaluation of heuristics traffic control strategy in relative comparison with meta-heuristics 
methods had not been investigated. Such comparison is needed and may provide 
insights on the performance and behavior of heuristics against meta-heuristics control 
algorithms. Hence, the research question at hand is “Can heuristics traffic control strategies 
outperformed meta-heuristics in terms of performance and computation costs?” In view of 
this; a comparative study on the heuristics model-based control strategy (MCS) by Ng et al. 
(2019) against meta-heuristics methods in Hajbabaie et al. (2011) is presented in this paper. 

The MCS heuristics algorithm is compared respectively with genetic algorithm (GA) 
and evolution strategy (ES) (a type of evolution programming) by Hajbabaie et al. (2011) 
on a nine-intersection symmetric case study network. The performance of the MCS, GA 
and ES is evaluated based on average delays, network throughputs and computation time. 
This study is conducted via simulations using a traffic simulator namely UTNSim (Ng et 
al., 2018; Ng et al., 2019). The next section in this paper provides the literature review and 
the research gaps. The method section gives an overview of the MCS and meta-heuristics 
control algorithms respectively, and the experimental setup of the nine-intersection 
symmetric case study network. Subsequently simulation results of controller effects on 
traffic performances are presented and discussed.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Whenever a control scheme is introduced to an urban traffic system; proper evaluation 
needs to be conducted on these proposed control schemes to ascertain their effectiveness 
in improving traffic performances. For example, Al-Kandari et al. (2013) compared vehicle 
throughputs by four different control methods on a single four phase signalized intersection. 
Stevanovic et al. (2017) compared adaptive traffic control with existing time-of-day (TOD) 
signal timing plans based on average delays, total delay travel time and number of stops. 
The study shown that adaptive traffic control reduced average delays, travel time and 
number of stops in recurring and non-recurring traffic conditions. 

Many research works have been conducted in optimizing traffic control performances 
using meta-heuristics methods. Performance evaluation on these methods was done in 
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relative comparison with other control methods. For example, Gao et al. (2019) compares 
the performance of an improved artificial bee colony algorithm (IABC) with mixed 
integer linear programming (MILP) on a simple network that comprised of three traffic 
intersections. The IABC underperformed in terms of optimal solutions but performed 
better in computational time compared to MILP. Toivio et al. (2020) implemented GA to 
derive optimized membership functions for a fuzzy controller. The GA optimized fuzzy 
controller outperformed the default fuzzy controller and the Tasman-Zanker field controller 
in terms of average delays. Doostali et al. (2020) derived optimal vehicle flow using GA 
and directed graph. The proposed method was compared to adaptive control and fixed-time 
system to evaluate queue length and waiting time at approaches. A review presented by 
Shaikh et al. (2020) shows that GA had been evaluated in comparison with the classical 
Webster timing scheme, MAXBAND and fixed-time systems. Many other comparative 
studies on meta-heuristics controller performances have been conducted such as GA versus 
conventional fuzzy logic (Tan et al., 2019) and comparison of GA, Hill Climbing and 
Simulated Annealing in Cantarella et al. (2015).        

Heuristics control methods were also compared relatively with other control methods 
to investigate their effects on the road networks. The MCS heuristics algorithm which was 
developed by the authors had been compared previously with fixed-time system (Ng et al., 
2019). The MCS improved performance of average delays up to 24% when compared with 
existing fixed-time system and successfully regulates queue spillbacks. The hierarchical 
demand balance controller in Zhou et al. (2016) was compared to centralized controller and 
fixed-time system. It was found that the centralized controller has the best performance in 
terms of total time spent and total delay time of vehicles in the network. Le et al. (2015) 
compared their proposed backpressure policy algorithm against greedy and proportional 
policy algorithms in terms of network throughputs and congestion. Lammer and Helbing 
(2008) compared the proposed self-organized traffic control against optimization strategy, 
cycle-based strategy and stabilization strategy.

To the best of our knowledge, based on the review, performance evaluation of heuristics 
traffic control strategy in relative comparison with meta-heuristics methods had not been 
investigated. Such comparison is needed and may provide insights on the performance and 
behavior of heuristics control algorithms, which is also used to address non-linear traffic 
behaviors. Although meta-heuristics methods may provide optimal solutions systematically 
using an objective function; it can be weighed down by computational costs. Hence, the 
research question at hand is “Can heuristics traffic control strategies outperformed meta-
heuristics in terms of performance and computation costs?” As such comparison has not 
been conducted previously; this may bring insights into the benefits that may be offered 
by heuristics in comparison with meta-heuristics algorithms.        
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Model-based Control Strategy 

Figure 1 provides an overview of the closed loop behaviour of the model-based control 
strategy (MCS) introduced by Ng et al. (2019). The MCS is an extension to traffic simulator 
called UTNSim developed by Ng et al. (2015; 2016). The UTNSim comprised of the traffic 
network diagram editor (TNDE) and a traffic simulator based on the LWR-IM (Ng et al., 
2018). On the other hand, the components of the MCS are NET-PREDICT, NET-CONTROL 
and INT-CONTROL. These algorithms were developed to perform network wide traffic 
predictions and coordinates control action at each of the signalized intersection within an 
urban traffic network (UTN) (Ng et al., 2019).

The NET-PREDICT perform predictions based on the LWR-IM traffic model to produce 
estimations of platoon size, platoon arrival time and queues at each signalized intersection 
within the UTN by using measured traffic data or simulated inputs. The NET-CONTROL 
algorithm consolidates these estimations from the NET-PREDICT and calculates queue 
spillbacks at each link entering a signalized intersection. Based on these traffic estimates, 
it coordinates network wide control by calling the INT-CONTROL heuristics algorithm at 
each signalized intersection. The control action at each signalized intersection is regulated 
by the INT-CONTROL heuristics algorithm that updates new phase durations to optimize 
traffic flow. In addition, this algorithm also regulates queue spillbacks at the intersections. 

Figure 2 shows the predicted parameters at a signalized intersection by the NET-
PREDICT. The incoming vehicle platoons from adjacent intersection is described as clrda 
and clrdb which depicts the clearing time needed for the platoons to pass through the 

Figure 1. An overview of model-based control strategy in Ng et al. (2019)

Simulated/actual 
traffic behaviour

New signal timing plans 
implemented

Heuristic MCS
• NET-PREDICT predict future platoon size, 

platoon arrival time and queues at each 
signalized intersection based on the 
simulated/actual traffic data.

• NET-CONTROL consolidates all predictions 
and queue spillbacks and initiates INT-
CONTROL  to calculate new phase 
durations at each signalized intersection.

UTNSIM
• User constructs and specifies the UTN 

using the TNDE such as the initial signal 
timing plan and traffic flow of the UTN.

• Traffic simulator module simulates traffic 
conditions based on the initial UTN 
specifications and subsequently MCS 
specifications using the LWR-IM traffic 
model.
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intersection. Each platoon is described with estimated arrival time at the intersection. The 
length of the queue at the intersection is also described with a clearing time (i.e., clrdc). 
An intersection may also encounter queue spillbacks (Figure 2) when the queue occupies 
up to 80% of the link length with a predicted clearing time clrdd. The INT-CONTROL 
takes into consideration all these predicted parameters and adjust phase durations based on 
the proportionate method in responding to incoming vehicle platoons and queue clearing 
time. In addition, a queue regulation strategy is also embedded in the algorithm to regulate 
queue spillbacks. The detail description and functions of the INT-CONTROL heuristics 
algorithm can be referred in Ng et al. (2019).        

Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Evolution Strategy (ES)

Hajbabaie et al. (2011) applied the GA and ES respectively to signal optimization problems 
in urban traffic networks. GA is a type of evolutionary computing inspired by evolutionary 
biology. The evolution process in GA includes inheritance, selection, crossover, and 
mutation. The GA created an initial population randomly or by mean of heuristics. Everyone 
in the population carries a fitness value calculated based on the objective function. Based 
on the fitness values, two parents are chosen from the initial population in the selection 
step. These parents’ is crossed over, leading to two new individuals. The new individuals 
are mutated to form new individuals for the next generation. The fitness value of the 
newly created individuals will be evaluated. This whole process of selection, crossover, 
and mutation is repeated until certain termination criteria are met. On the other hand, the 
ES involves three steps i.e., recombination, mutation, and selection. In recombination, 
individuals among parents are selected and then recombined. In general, new individuals 
are generated from the recombinant via mutation and selection. 

clrda

clrdb

clrdc

clrdd

Queue 
Spillback

Figure 2. Predicted platoon and queue parameters at signalized intersections

Queue 
Spillback

clrdd clrdb

clrda

clrdc
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Hajbabaie et al. (2011) applied the GA and ES respectively to the following signal 
optimization problem given by Equation 1:

[1]  [1]

subject to:  

[1]

[1]

[1]

where:
T is the number of study periods; N is the total number of intersections; 

t; 

 is the 
number of signal phases at intersection i; at time period t;  is the total number of 
vehicles processed by intersection i, at time period t, in phase 

t; 

; 

t; 

 is the queue length 
at intersection i, at time period t, waiting to be served by phase 

t; 

; and 

t; 

 is the penalty 
weight for queue length at intersection i, at time period t, waiting to be served by phase 

t; 

.
The chromosome or individuals in each respective GA or ES population, forms a 

vector which is a set of decisions variables. This vector contains signal timing parameters 
for each intersection i, for all defined time intervals t such as phase plan 

t; 

, green time for 
each phase , and offset . Hence, the implementation of the GA and ES respectively 
will produce decision variables that will optimize queue dissipation in the network based 
on Equation 1.

The generation of optimal signal timing plans according to Equation 1 from GA is 
illustrated in Figure 3(a) (Hajbabaie et al., 2011). The selection of parents was implemented 
using a tournament selection with a pressure of 6.7%. There are various methods to 
perform crossover such as single-point, multi-point, two-point, and uniform crossover. 
In the crossover stage, Hajbabaie et al. (2011) implemented uniform crossover to select 
chromosome of the offspring probabilistically from one of the parents. To generate two 
individuals, two parents selected by the tournament selection were used. Next, bitwise 
mutation was applied by flipping each bit of the chromosome to produce new individuals 
according to the probability of mutation. These are repeated until the termination criterion. 

In ES, a parent  can be mutated to form a single individual notated as, ; or 
multiple individuals,  where . Hajbabaie et al. (2011) performed the  as 
illustrated in Figure 3(b). In the recombination stage, ρ ≥ 1 individuals among parents are 
selected and then recombined. If ρ > 1; recombinants are generated using both discrete and 
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intermediate methods. However, if ρ = 1 individual is selected; no recombination is done, 
and the new offspring is simply equal to its parent. In the mutation stage, the recombinants 
are mutated using single component mutation that results in concentric spheres around the 
parental state. The process of mutation will generate  descendants out of  parents. The 
selection process will choose the  best individuals out of the  individuals to form the 
next population. This process of recombination, mutation and selection is repeated until the 
termination criteria. The process terminated over a total of ten runs and the average fitness 
value for everyone is obtained. In each run, the solution must meet all the constraints, else 
it will be discarded, and a new solution is generated. 

Figure 3. (a) Genetic Algorithm; and (b) Evolutionary System

(a) (b)

Experimental Setup

The small hypothetical nine intersections symmetric case-study network in Hajbabaie et 
al. (2011) is employed in this work to evaluate the MCS and optimization compared to GA 
and ES algorithms. Figure 4 shows this small network which is symmetric in volume and 
geometry and composed of nine intersections (a three-by-three square) that is approximately 
610 m (2000 ft) apart from each other. All streets are assumed to have two lanes (one per 
direction) and there are exclusive left-turn pockets, approximately 305 m (1000 ft) in 
length, at the intersections. The phase sequence in each intersection is shown in Figure 5. 
The turning rates at the intersections are 10% of vehicles turned right, 20% of the vehicles 
turned left and the rest went through. These turning percentages are estimated as the 
percentage of incoming volume from a single lane. A short study period of 15 minutes is 
conducted with the traffic demand fixed with the rate of 1000 veh/h/ln at each entry point.

Based on the specifications in this traffic case-study, Hajbabaie et al. (2011) applied ES 
and GA (refer to GA and ES in previous section) to produce optimal signal settings for the 
network in Figure 4. The network in Figure 4 was described in VISSIM software. The GA 

Selection of parents using 
tournament selection

Perform uniform crossover on 
selected parents

Generate new individuals using 
regular bitwise mutation

Recombination using discrete and 
intermediate method

Mutating recombinant using single 
component mutation

Selection of μ best individuals from 
μ + λ individuals
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Figure 4. Nine intersections symmetric case study network as illustrated in Hajbabaie et al. (2011)  

Figure 5. Phase sequence as illustrated in Hajbabaie et al. (2011)  

and ES optimal timing plans were implemented in VISSIM. ES and GA were applied to the 
network in Figure 4 for three scenarios: (i) no overloading; (ii) 10% network overloading 
and (iii) 20% network overloading. Simulations were performed for a 15-minute analysis 
period in VISSIM based on the timing plans generated by ES and GA. The performances 
of the ES and GA approaches were analyzed and evaluated in terms of average delays, 
network throughputs, average number of stops, average speeds, efficient use of green time 
and queue overflows.

The comparative evaluation of the heuristic MCS with GA and ES comprise of the 
following steps:
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• The UTNSim simulator was used to specify the network in Figure 4 with 
similar specifications to simulate average delays and network throughputs by 
adopting similar timing plans produced by GA and ES for the three scenarios 
of overloading: (i) no overloading; (ii) 10% network overloading and (iii) 20% 
network overloading. These GA and ES optimal timing plans can be referred in 
Hajbabaie et al. (2011). The average delays and network throughputs generated 
by UTNSim were compared with results from VISSIM to ascertain compatibility 
of both platforms. The simulated results in this step which have been conducted 
previously in Ng and Reaz (2017) had proven that UTNSim and VISSIM are 
compatible platforms.   

• Upon ascertaining that UTNSim and VISSIM are compatible and comparable 
platforms for implementing the network; the relative comparison of traffic 
performances produced by the MCS with GA and ES approaches can be 
implemented using UTNSim. 

• The heuristic MCS was implemented for no overload, 10% overload and 20% 
network overload, respectively. Simulations were conducted for an analysis period 
of 15 minutes. The optimized simulation was conducted with maximum green 
not exceeding 50% of the cycle time at each intersection; minimum green of 7 s; 
the minimum cycle time set at 50 s whereas the maximum cycle time set at 70 s. 
Average delays and network throughputs simulated for each situation using the 
MCS algorithm were compared with results produced by the GA and ES. The 
results were analyzed to observe if there is any improvement contributed by the 
heuristic MCS compared to these meta-heuristic approaches. Simulation using the 
UTNSim was conducted on a computer operating on an Intel Core i5 processor 
at 2.4 GHz.       

• The third evaluation aims to tabulate and evaluate the average computation time 
(ACT) of the MCS in implementing each of the scenarios mentioned.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results simulated by the UTNSim using GA and ES timing plans are shown in Tables 1 
and 2. Table 1 shows comparison of average delays between MCS and GA whereas Table 
2 shows the comparison between MCS and ES.

Referring to Tables 1 and 2, further improvement on average delays produced by 
meta-heuristics methods is observed in all the scenarios simulated by the heuristic MCS. 
Figure 6 shows a graphical comparison of average delays produced by MCS, GA and ES 
respectively for all three scenarios. It is evident that the MCS has the best performance 
in terms of average delays. The MCS heuristic algorithm improved average delays for 
overloaded networks by more than 20%, when compared with GA and ES. On the other 
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Table 1 
Comparison of MCS and GA average delays and network throughputs

Scenario
Average delays Network Throughput

ACT 
(sec)MCS

(s/veh)
GA

(s/veh)
Improvement

 (%) 
MCS
(%)

GA
(%)

Diff.
 (%) 

NOL 177.48 194.74 8.86 71.55 70.47 1.08 4.04
10% OL 200.36 250.87 20.13 75.68 74.80 0.88 4.54
20% OL 208.34 263.33 20.88 79.89 79.11 0.78 4.35

Figure 6. Average delays by MCS, GA and ES

Table 2
Comparison of MCS and ES average delays and network throughputs

Scenario
Average delays Network Throughput

ACT
(sec)

MCS
(s/veh)

ES
(s/veh)

Improvement
 (%) 

MCS
(%)

ES
(%)

Diff.
 (%) 

NOL 177.48 191.83 7.48 71.55 70.68 0.87 4.04
10% OL 200.36 253.76 21.04 75.68 76.16 -0.48 4.54
20% OL 208.34 266.12 21.71 79.89 78.64 1.25 4.35
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hand, improvement of average delays for non-overloaded situations is 8.86% and 7.48% 
respectively. 

The network throughput is defined as the total number of completed trips. This can 
be determined in terms of the total number of vehicles that had left the network at the 
end of the analysis period. For the network in this case study, 3000 vehicles entered the 
network at the end of the analysis period of 15 minutes. The network throughputs in Tables 
1 and 2 show the percentage of vehicles out of the 3000 that completed their trips and left 
the network. It is observed that MCS, GA and ES network throughputs are similar and 
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closer in agreement for all scenarios. Figure 7 shows a graphical comparison of network 
throughputs produced by MCS, GA and ES respectively for all three scenarios. Overall, 
MCS performed slightly better by producing higher throughputs compared to GA and ES 
in most scenarios except in 10% OL where it is 0.48% lesser compared to ES.      

The improvement achieved by the MCS is primarily due to the consideration of both 
existing queues and incoming traffic at the respective intersection which are pre-processed 
into clusters by the NET-PREDICT algorithm. The NET-PREDICT utilizes schedule of 
an upstream intersection to predict the predicted output flows beyond the local prediction 
horizons of downstream neighbours.  Due to the chain of propagation in the entire network, 
this provides a look-ahead in the optimization process that can avoid myopic mistakes at 
each local intersection.  On the other hand, the GA and ES methods in Hajbabaie et al. 
(2011) only consider existing queues in its objective function. Myopic mistakes could be 
apprehended by not taking into consideration the anticipated incoming flows. 

Based on the objective function and related constraints, the GA and ES searched for 
an optimal solution that converges to a single timing plan for the whole analysis period. 
The heuristic MCS breaks the entire analysis period into multiple cycles or time horizons. 
Based on predicted traffics from the NET-PREDICT for each time horizon, the algorithm 
generates an optimal timing plan for each time horizon. Hence, there are multiple sets of 
timing plans generated within the analysis period to cope with varying traffic demands. 
Table 3 shows generated timing plans for MCS, GA and ES respectively for 20% OL. 
For brevity, only signal timing plans for three intersections are shown. Each intersection 
comprised of four signal phases namely E-W L (East-West Left Turn); E-W R-T (East-
West Right-Through); N-S L (North-South Left Turn) and N-S R-T (North-South Right-
Through), that indicates the direction of the vehicles going through the signal phase. The 

Figure 7. Vehicle throughputs by MCS, GA and ES
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sum of all green phase durations equals the intersection total cycle length (Total CL). It can 
be observed that MCS green phase durations varies for each signal cycle according to traffic 
conditions whereas GA and ES green phases converged to a single value throughout the 
analysis period. Compared to a meta-heuristic search method, there is a stronger guarantee 
that the heuristics approach in the MCS that is tailored to flow information and adaptive 
timing plan could achieve better performance. 

The ACTs in Tables 1 and 2 ranged between 4.04 to 4.35 s when the nine intersections 
network was simulated with an Intel Core i5 processor. Wey (2000) stated that the degree 
of forewarning in real-time networks is unlikely to exceed 15 s. Hence, control actions 
that respond below 15 s can respond accurately in real-time situations. The ACTs achieved 
in this work has performed excellently beyond this ‘benchmark’. In addition, the control 
time step for an MPC is normally below 5 minutes for traffic network control (Schutter et 
al., 2010); thus, the ACTs of the MCS is well suited for real-time application. In contrast, 
the GA and ES takes 4 minutes for each simulation run in VISSIM (Hajbabaie et al., 2011) 
which is inferior compared to MCS.  

CONCLUSION 

This comparative study on the performance of heuristics versus meta-heuristics control 
methods have shown that heuristics could outperformed meta-heuristics optimization 

Table 3
MCS, GA and ES timing plans for 20% OL

Inter-
section

Signal
Phase

MCS Green Phase Duration at Cycle: GA ES

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 All 
cycles

All 
cycles

1

E-W L 11 7 8 22 15 29 25 7 25 22 7 6 6
E-W R-T 24 28 26 7 19 11 11 35 7 21 31 52 52
N-S L 11 7 8 21 14 23 26 7 13 13 7 6 6
N-S R-T 24 28 27 20 22 7 7 21 25 14 25 54 54
Total CL 70 70 69 70 70 70 69 70 70 70 70 118 118

2

E-W L 7 7 22 18 26 21 11 11 7 11 16 6 6
E-W R-T 13 20 19 13 7 10 21 28 28 29 26 46 46
N-S L 21 18 8 22 26 26 10 7 7 7 7 6 6
N-S R-T 29 25 21 7 11 10 27 24 28 23 21 42 44
Total CL 70 70 70 60 70 67 69 70 70 70 70 100 102

3

E-W L 11 8 7 21 13 23 12 35 35 31 20 6 6
E-W R-T 24 28 19 9 20 13 28 7 7 7 17 52 52
N-S L 11 7 15 19 9 21 7 7 9 11 8 6 6
N-S R-T 24 27 29 21 28 8 23 21 19 21 25 50 50
Total CL 70 70 70 70 70 65 70 70 70 70 70 114 114
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control methods by producing greater reduction in average delays and improve traffic 
throughputs. This has shown somewhat that heuristics method could also provide optimal 
solutions in a nonlinear environment. In addition, due to extensive search in GA and ES 
for optimal solutions; the heuristics MCS fare better in computational time, which provide 
immediate benefits for its application in online real-time traffic control and optimization. 
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